Agenda Item 11

Commissions Reports

CIAM Report Highlights

• Sporting Events in 2015
  – 14 Cat-1 Events
  – 320 Cat-2 Events
  – 4 CIAM classes at WAG Dubai

• Sporting Events in 2016
  – 13 Cat-1 Events
  – 350 Cat-2 Events including 9 FPV Racing events

• Activities
  • Plenary Meeting with 38 NACs represented
  • New CIAM General Rules volume replacing outdated ABR volume
  • New permanent S/C established for « FPV Racing and Similar Activities »
  • Section 12 – Class U will be treated by CIAM

• Cases to be considered
CIAM Report Highlights

• Cases to be considered
  – Assist FAI EB and HO to implement FAI Common Strategy for Drones
  – Ruling authorities endanger ordinary aeromodelling activities
  – Replace paperwork with online applications
  – Try to adjust existing sporting code in order to reflect WAG or Air Games concept